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A chamber containing 72 response keys defining the circumference of a circle 1 m in diameter was
used to examine the relation between differentiation of response location and a measure of response-
reinforcer contingency known as the phi coefficient. A different target key was specified in each
successive phase, and response location was differentiated with respect to the target. Criterional and
noncriterional responses (i.e., responses "near" and "far" from the target) were defined using targeted
percentile schedules to control the overall probability of each response class. By manipulating criterional
(and, hence, noncriterional) response probability and the reinforcement probabilities conditional on
each, a mathematical invariance property peculiar to phi in contingency analysis was examined.
Specifically, diagonally interchanging cell frequencies in a 2 x 2 table relating criterional/noncriter-
ional responses to reinforcement/nonreinforcement leaves phi unchanged. Hence, the degree of response
differentiation predicted by phi remains unchanged under the four permutations implied by the various
diagonal interchanges. This predicted invariance was examined under values of phi equal to .33, .58,
and .82. Increasing phi generally increased the stereotypy of response location. Three of the permu-
tations generated almost interchangeable performance at different phi values. The remaining per-
mutation, however, generated functions relating response concentration to phi with slopes shallower
than those obtained under the other permutations. This resulted from relatively higher levels of
differentiation, compared to the other permutations, at low phi values. These data strongly suggest
boundary conditions on the ability of phi to reflect completely the local processes that are indexed by
phi at a molar level.
Key words: response-reinforcer contingency, response differentiation, shaping, differential reinforce-
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The term contingency suffers from use in
multiple contexts in the analysis of behavior,
most particularly in operant conditioning. In
a general sense, contingency refers to some
relation between a response and a conse-
quence, as in the phrases response-contingent
or contingencies of reinforcement. The latter
often substitutes for schedule of reinforcement,
and as such, changes in schedule parameters
need not change the contingency as long as the
type of schedule remains the same. The sta-
tistical meaning of contingency, alternatively,
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refers to the degree of correlation between two
or more events. That is, contingency specifies
the degree to which the occurrence of one event
predicts the occurrence of a subsequent event.
In this usage, behavioral contingency depends
not only on the probability of reinforcers fol-
lowing responses, but also on the probability
of reinforcement given no response. According
to a statistical use of the term contingency,
changing schedule parameters does indeed
change the degree the correlation, as does add-
ing response-independent reinforcement, be-
cause both of these will change the frequency
of the joint events upon which contingency
depends.
The quantitative evaluation of contingency

in operant behavior is problematic, as Gibbon,
Berryman, and Thompson (1974) and Scott
and Platt (1985) discuss in detail. In respon-
dent conditioning, presentation of both the un-
conditional and the conditional stimuli is un-
der experimental control. Hence, adequate
exposure to the joint events that specify the
degree of contingency can be ensured. The
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transposition of this tactic to operant behavior
is difficult because the frequency of the rele-
vant events (i.e., responses and reinforcers) is
generally a dependent, rather than an inde-
pendent, variable. Under traditional sched-
ules, the experimenter cannot guarantee ex-
posure to all response-reinforcer conjunctions,
because the frequency of responding cannot be
experimentally manipulated with appropriate
degrees of precision.
The analysis of contingency in operant be-

havior has been curtailed further by the pre-
disposition to oppose responding with nonre-
sponding, and to view contingency as a function
of reinforcement for these two response classes.
Unfortunately, the two response classes are not
strictly opposable. The major constraint on this
juxtaposition is the inability to measure non-
responding, except by arbitrarily defining tem-
poral windows and time sampling for re-
sponses (e.g., Hammond, 1980). Meaningful
comparison of responses and nonresponses re-
quires that they both be measured in the same
fashion, but the window defining the presence
or absence of one may not necessarily be equal
to that for the other. That is, if a response
takes x s to execute, x-s intervals can contain
at most one response. There is no assurance
whatsoever that an equal interval without a
response contains exactly one nonresponse.

Herrnstein (1970) suggested that relative
response frequency, as a dependent measure,
solves the second of these problems. Any re-
sponse differentiation procedure, in this case
one differentiating response location, provides
a situation in which two or more response
classes can be defined and measured using the
same metric. Contingency can be studied by
specifying one class as criterional and the other
as noncriterional, and then varying reinforce-
ment parameters for each. Such variation re-
sults in orderly changes in behavior, which can
be described by the generalized matching law
(Baum, 1974) or by signal-detection theory
(see Davison & Tustin, 1978, for the relation
between the two), depending on whether re-
sponse strengthening or stimulus control is em-
phasized.

Response differentiation procedures that
segregate responses according to a fixed cri-
terion (e.g., left- vs. right-key responses) still
hinder the analysis of contingency by their in-
ability to control criterional-response proba-
bility. That is, as long as the basis for segre-
gating responses into criterional and

noncriterional classes is a fixed absolute value,
response differentiation requires, by defini-
tion, that the probability of criterional re-
sponses varies. This simply repeats that cri-
terional-response probability is a dependent
variable used to define the success of traditional
differentiation procedures. As such, analyses
of operant contingency remain constrained by
the limitations of procedure first noted by Gib-
bon, et al. (1974). To the extent that crite-
rional-response probability under these pro-
cedures is unspecifiable a priori, contingency
analyses must remain post-hoc enterprises.

This constraint can be removed by arrang-
ing a percentile schedule (Alleman & Platt,
1973; Galbicka & Platt, 1986; Kuch & Platt,
1976) to control the probability or rate of cri-
terional responses a priori. Briefly, criterional-
response probability is controlled by adjusting
the absolute value defining criterional re-
sponses such that it always demarcates some
percentile of the subject's current response dis-
tribution. In this manner, as the absolute val-
ues of responses are differentiated, the per-
centile value for the criterion range remains
unchanged, as does the expected probability
of a criterional response. Because the expe-
rimenter can specify the probability of
criterional (and hence the complementary
probability of noncriterional) responses as in-
dependent variables, a quantitative analysis of
contingency can be accomplished that is im-
mune to the deficiencies noted by Gibbon et
al. (1974).

Galbicka and Platt (1986) and Scott and
Platt (1985) used percentile schedules to con-
trol criterional-response probability and
thereby allow a statistical measure of corre-
lation known as the phi statistic to be manip-
ulated as an independent variable. Galbicka
and Platt differentiated long interresponse
times of pigeons; Scott and Platt differentiated
rats' joystick displacement locations. In both
cases, increasing the contingency, as measured
by phi, between reinforcement and the differ-
entiated response dimension increased the con-
trol over responding by that dimension. The
present experiment provides a further test of
phi as a viable measure of reinforcement con-
tingency in an operant paradigm by examining
an invariance property exhibited by the phi
coefficient.

For behavioral procedures in which there
are only two possible response classes and two
possible events following responding, phi can
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PERMUTATION
Fig. 1. 2 x 2 frequency tables illustrating the generic case (top left) and all experimental conditions. The letters

a, b, c, and d refer to the frequency of each entry. The expressions surrounding the table relate the frequencies in each
cell to the probabilities denoted by w, u, v, and z (see text for further description of these probabilities). The lower
three rows illustrate frequency tables used to generate parameters for the 12 experimental conditions. Each row

represents a different phi value, each column a different permutation. Instructions for generating each permutation
from the original are at the bottom of the column.

be calculated from the frequencies of the four
resulting response-event conjunctions. The ge-
neric case is illustrated in the 2 x 2 frequency
table in the top left of Figure 1. The two re-

sponses represented in Figure 1 are criterional
and noncriterional responses; the two possible
events are reinforcement or nonreinforcement.
The values a, b, c, and d represent the fre-
quencies of observing the joint occurrence of
the four possible response-event pairs. Hence,
a and c represent the frequency of reinforced-
criterional and -noncriterional responses, re-

spectively, and b and d represent the frequency
with which nonreinforced-criterional and
-noncriterional responses occurred. Phi, ex-

pressed as a function of these cell frequen-
cies, is

ad - cb
[(a + b)(c + d) (a + c)(b + d)]½

In terms of cell frequencies, phi involves taking
the difference of the diagonal cross products
and dividing by the square root of the product
of the marginal sums. This form of the phi
coefficient reveals an invariance property of
phi that is less obvious in other forms of the
statistic. Diagonally interchanging the fre-
quencies in the 2 x 2 table (i.e., swapping a

for d, c for b, or both) leaves phi unchanged.
The numerator of Equation 1 remains un-

changed because multiplication is commuta-
tive. Interchanging the diagonals also does not
quantitatively change the denominator of the
fraction, but simply changes whether a par-
ticular marginal term appears as a row or

column sum. Because the product of the mar-
ginal sums forms the divisor, the commutative
property of multiplication again maintains the
integrity of the expression.

1) Original
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This invariance property, then, specifies a
formal similarity between reinforcement of
criterional responses and nonreinforcement of
noncriterional responses, as well as between
reinforcement of noncriterional responses and
nonreinforcement of criterional ones. Note that
the diagonal interchange, although specifying
the above symmetry, requires that a differing
portion of responses be classified as criterional,
to the extent that the interchanged cell fre-
quencies differ. That is, if w denotes the prob-
ability of a criterional response, then w equals
(a + b)/N, where N is the total cell entries.
Diagonally switching a with d or b with c must
change w whenever the swapped cell frequen-
cies differ.
The diagonal interchange will also affect the

conditional probabilities of reinforcement given
criterional and noncriterional responses, de-
noted u and v, respectively, as well as the over-
all reinforcement frequency, denoted z.
Expressions for each of these in terms of the
cell frequencies are given in Figure 1. Because
each is based on a row or column sum, diagonal
interchanges may modify each probability, yet
the molar relation (phi) remains constant. If
phi reliably predicts the degree of response
differentiation, the invariance of phi across di-
agonal interchanges suggests invariance in the
degree of response differentiation generated.
Should this result be obtained, it would restrict
candidates for measures of behavioral contin-
gency to those sharing this invariance. Other
than phi, the only commonly used metrics of
contingency sharing this invariance are the
various monotone functions of the cross-prod-
uct ratio, ad/bc. Clearly, the commutative
property of multiplication will protect the in-
tegrity of these ratios across diagonal inter-
changes.

Phi can be distinguished easily from ratios
of the cross products by setting either b or c
at zero, such that cross-product ratios, but not
phi, become extreme for all values of ad. With
b set at zero, phi reduces to

= ad/[ad(c + d)(a + c)]'"
= {ad/[(c + d)(a + c)]}½,

and when c equals zero,
= {ad/[(a + b)(b + d)]}½'2.

Thus, variation in the nonzero parameters
continues to produce systematic variation in
phi, even with one cell set at zero.
The relative merits of the two metrics, then,

can be ascertained by comparing responding
under a set of conditions in which either b or
c is set at zero. With this constraint, the re-
lation between criterional responding and re-
inforcement, as measured by any of the cross-
product ratios, will be equally maximal under
all conditions. That is, if a function of the
cross-product ratio is a viable metric of be-
havioral contingency, responding should not
systematically vary under these conditions. Al-
ternatively, varying the relative proportion of
a and c in determining the marginal a + c
generates different values of phi. Thus, values
of .33, .58, and .82 were arranged in the ex-
periment reported here. Within each of these
phi values, the four possible permutations of
the contingency table generate four isophi con-
ditions. Thus, if response differentiation varies
as a function of phi, it would be expected to
change across phi values, but not within per-
mutations that give the same value. In order
to generate complete functions across phi in a
new response-species combination, conditions
of phi = 0 and 1.0 were also examined.
The response dimension of interest was not

the rate of key pecking, but rather the location
of pecking. The manipulandum was a strip of
72 response keys arranged so as to form a circle
1 m in diameter. The circular arrangement
eliminated major differences in discriminative
stimuli correlated with end versus middle keys
in a linear arrangement (see Eckerman &
Lanson, 1969). Pecks on these keys were rein-
forced differentially with respect to their lo-
cation relative to a target key. No explicit dis-
criminative stimuli were used to mark the target
location. To decrease further the probability
of location preferences, this apparatus used a
centrally located feeder, and trials were started
by pecks into the feeder. This ensured that the
subjects always were approximately equidis-
tant from all keys at trial onset.

METHOD
Subjects

Subjects were 4 adult male White Carneau
(Columba livia) pigeons (SO1, S02, S03, and
S04). They were maintained throughout the
experiment at 80% of their free-feeding weights
by restricted postsession access to mixed grain.
Between experimental sessions, subjects were
housed individually in a colony room main-
tained on a 15:9 hr light/dark cycle and were
given free access to grit and water.
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Apparatus
The experimental chamber had a cylindri-

cal working area 103 cm in diameter and 35
cm deep. The walls of the cylinder were sheet
metal painted flat gray, the top was a sheet of
clear acrylic, and the floor was 0.6-cm hard-
ware cloth. Seventy-two response keys, each 4
cm wide by 4.5 cm high, formed a strip around
the cylinder 24 cm above the floor. Each key
thus subtended 50 of arc around the perimeter
of the cylinder. Any force on the key in excess
of 0.15 N, which moved the base across a dis-
tance of 2 mm, registered a response. To en-
sure against simultaneous pecks on multiple
keys, black acrylic bars 4.5 cm long, 0.5 cm
wide, and extending 1.2 cm into the working
area were mounted between neighboring keys.
The keys could be transilluminated by a strip
of 36 1.1-W white lights mounted behind and
above the keys. When necessary during pre-
liminary training, electrical tape placed on the
back of some keys prevented transillumination.
Centered in the floor of the chamber was a
cylindrical feeder of black acrylic, 7.6 cm in
diameter and rising 2.5 cm above the floor. A
2.5-cm diameter circular aperture centered in
the top of the feeder cylinder allowed access
to mixed grain dependent on the operation of
a food magazine mounted underneath the cyl-
inder. Feeder operation was signaled by illu-
minating the inside of the cylinder with four
1.1-W white lights mounted underneath the
top of the feeder cylinder and by the sound of
a motor used to raise and lower the food mag-
azine on a worm gear. Two photoresistors
mounted at right angles within the plane of
the top of the feeder cylinder transduced feeder
entries. A 60-W light bulb mounted above the
center of the cylinder, approximately 2 m above
the chamber, provided general illumination
throughout experimental sessions except dur-
ing the feeder cycle.
An LSI® 11/1 computer in an adjacent room

arranged experimental conditions and col-
lected data. Sessions were conducted 5 days
per week and were monitored routinely through
a closed-circuit television camera mounted in
the upper corner of the room housing the ex-
perimental apparatus. Every attempt was made
to maintain the location of the chamber within
the room, as well as the location of other equip-
ment in the apparatus room, constant through-
out the course of the experiment. Otherwise,
no explicit stimuli were provided to orient the
subjects in the chamber. The chamber was

cleaned daily of large debris and dusted ap-
proximately weekly.

Procedure
Pretraining. Subjects all had prior histories

of pecking in standard pigeon operant condi-
tioning units, and hence the amount of pre-
training required was minimal. Pecking in the
current apparatus was established using an
autoshaping procedure involving 8-s illumi-
nations of a single key followed by 4-s pre-
sentations of food, timed from feeder entry.
Key illuminations were separated by varying
intervals during which all keys were dark, last-
ing on the average 30 s. Any peck on the lighted
key resulted in immediate food presentation,
whereas pecks on any darkened key had no
consequence. Once pecking was established,
subjects were exposed to a single session during
which four keys separated by 900 were illu-
minated, followed by a single session during
which all keys were illuminated, with the au-
toshaping procedure still in effect, and pecks
on any lighted key immediately producing food.
Also at this point, the feeder-cycle duration
was decreased to, and subsequently main-
tained at, 1.5 s timed from feeder entry. Dur-
ing these and all subsequent phases of the
experiment, trials were initiated by an inter-
ruption of the feeder photoresistor circuit. This
occurred either directly following eating, if the
subject's beak remained in the feeder, or after
the subject interrupted the photoresistor circuit
by pecking into (most typically) or standing
on the feeder.

Trial initiation was signaled by illumina-
tion of all response keys. They remained il-
luminated until a key was pecked (i.e., all trials
contained one and only one peck). If the re-
sponse was reinforced, the keylights and
houselight were darkened, and the magazine
was raised inside the feeder cylinder and il-
luminated. After feeding, the magazine was
lowered inside the cylinder, the feeder lights
darkened, and the houselight reilluminated.
Unreinforced responses darkened the keylights
but had no other consequence. Interrupting the
feeder photoresistor circuit when the house-
light was on initiated the next trial and illu-
minated the keys. Interruptions of the circuit
during trials had no scheduled consequences.
The probability of food per peck, still ir-

respective of location, was next reduced. Sub-
jects S02 and S03 were exposed to 20 sessions
with a probability of food equal to .5, SO1 and
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S04 were exposed to probabilities of .5 and .33
for single sessions each, then to .2 for 15 ses-
sions. After a pilot condition involving a tar-
geted percentile schedule (see below), these 2
subjects were also exposed for 20 sessions to a
probability of food per peck equal to .5. Fol-
lowing this condition, the experiment proper
began.

Percentile schedules. All other phases used
targeted percentile schedules (e.g., Davis &
Platt, 1983) to control criterional-response
probability while differentiating responding
around a specified absolute target location. Lo-
cations were specified relative to a standard,
arbitrary zero. Because targeted percentiles are
actually two simultaneously operating nontar-
geted percentiles, it is necessary first to describe
the operation of the latter. Galbicka (1988)
and Platt (1973) provide extensive discussion
of percentile procedures.

Percentile schedules segregate responses into
criterional/noncriterional classes according to
whether they exceed a certain percentile of the
current response distribution. Any distribution
ofm observations can be ranked ordinally from
lowest to highest, resulting in rank orders 1
through m. A subsequent observation must be
contained in one of m + 1 intervals defined by
the m ranks; below the first rank, between
consecutive ranks, or above the highest rank.
A fundamental theorem of nonparametric sta-
tistics (see Smith, 1953) states that given ran-
dom and independent sampling, an observa-
tion sampled from the same population as the
distribution has an equal probability of being
contained in any interval, or a probability of
1/(m + 1). This is true independent of the
values comprising the distribution, because it
is based on their ranks and not their absolute
values.
The probability that the next observation

will be contained in one of k of the m + 1
intervals equals the probability of falling within
a single interval multiplied by the number of
intervals involved, or k/(m + 1). This also
represents the probability of a response below
the kth rank, because k intervals are contained
in this range. The probability the sample will
exceed the kth rank is the complement, or

w = 1 -[k/(m + 1)].
Solved for k, any probability w of a criterional
response can be generated by specifying the
rank that must be exceeded for a response to
be considered criterional:

k = (m +1)(1 - w). (2)

Equation 2 specifies, given a sample of the
most recent m responses (the control memory),
the rank (k) the current response must exceed
to observe criterional responses with the spec-
ified probability (w). The required rank (k)
will remain constant for any w and m com-
bination. Because the control memory is con-
tinuously updated to include only the most
recent m responses, the cardinal value of the
kth rank is subject to continuous flux, whereas
the probability of observing a response ranked
greater than k always equals w. Responses
exactly tying the cardinal value of the kth rank
are considered criterional with a random prob-
ability w.

All this follows from the assumption that
the current response is sampled from the same
population as that from which the distribution
was derived, and that sampling occurs in a
random and independent manner. To ensure
that the current distribution most closely es-
timates that from which the current response
was selected, the control memory is updated
to include only the most recent m responses.
As control memory size (m) is increased, the
control memory will more likely include re-
sponses no longer reflecting the current pop-
ulation of responses. Hence, extremely large
memories are to be avoided. Alternatively, re-
quiring that sampling be random and inde-
pendent means the effects of sequential de-
pendencies in responding should be minimized.
Increasing m will decrease the effect of any
first or higher order sequentials. The latter are
seldom observed at substantial levels in oper-
ant behavior, even when explicitly reinforced
(see Shimp, 1973; Weiss, Laties, Siegel, &
Goldstein, 1966). Hence, m must be large
enough to attenuate the effects of sequential
dependencies but small enough to reflect the
current response distribution. The value in the
present study was 24, typical of values used
previously.

Percentile schedules, then, always define the
most extreme w proportion of the responses as
criterional, selecting more extreme cardinal
values as differentiation progresses, in order
that the probability of criterional responses
remains constant. This arrangement cannot
produce response values clustered around a
discrete target value; rather, it can specify only
a directional change from current values until
differentiation reaches asymptote.
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Defining as criterional a fixed proportion of
responses closer to a discrete target than the
rest of the distribution requires a targeted per-
centile schedule. These schedules first divide
the differentiated dimension at the target value.
This is particularly appropriate in the present
apparatus, where there are equal response op-
portunities on either side of the target, but such
symmetry is not prerequisite. Responses to each
side of the target can now be treated indepen-
dently from those to the other side, running
two percentile schedules simultaneously so as
to differentiate responding towards the target.
Thus, responses on either side of the target
are considered criterional if they are closer
than k of the m responses on the same side,
even though "being closer" requires moving
in different directions on opposite sides of the
target.
The only problem unique to targeted per-

centiles is how to define the control memory.
Should the memory consist of the most recent
m responses, independent of which side of the
target they fall, or should individual, equal-
sized memories be kept for responses on each
side of the target? By including only recent
responses, the first alternative tracks changes
in behavior more closely. The price paid for
this property is variation across trials in the
relative proportion of memory values to the
right and left of the target. The alternative
strategy keeps constant the number of memory
values on each side of the target, but runs the
risk of not keeping pace with behavior. For
example, the distribution of "left responses"
would not change if responding consistently
favored the right. A subsequent response to the
left of the target would be ranked relative to
a distribution no longer characteristic of the
current response population. Although both
symmetric numbers of memory values and re-
sponse recency are desirable characteristics of
the control memory, criterional-response prob-
ability remains controlled across a wide range
of memory sizes. Because variation in memory
size is less likely to disrupt differentiation than
is use of responses that may lie considerably
outside the current distribution, the memory
was structured to include the most recent m
responses, independent of their location. Thus,
the number of memory values on each side of
the target varied from trial to trial.
An attempt was made, however, to increase

the symmetry in the number of responses on
each side of the target as differentiation pro-

gressed. The criterional-response probability
was modified depending on how responses were
distributed in the control memory. If the mem-
ory were balanced, m/2 responses would fall
on each side of the target. If s represents the
number of responses in the memory on the
same side as the current response, multiplying
w in Equation 2 by the quantity m/2s would,
given a symmetric memory, leave w unaffected.
However, as s approaches zero (that is, as more
memory values are on the other side of the
target), wm/2s approaches infinity, increasing
the proportion of responses on the (nonfa-
vored) side considered criterional. For wm/2s
greater than or equal to one, any response on
the nonpreferred side was criterional. Con-
versely, wm/2s decreases criterional-response
probability if the current response is on the
preferred side (i.e., m/2s < 1 for s > m/2,
and, hence, w > wm/2s). This strategy, how-
ever, is increasingly self-defeating as memory
values predominate to one side. With this cor-
rection, exclusive preference (i.e., s = m) leads
to half as many responses being criterional as
programmed. Hence, this correction was used
only while the adjusted criterional-response
probability for responses on the nonpreferred
side was less than or equal to unity (i.e., only
if the number of memory values on the non-
preferred side equaled or exceeded mw/2, and,
hence, s ' m - mw/2).

If memory values predominated further to
one side of the target such that s > m - mw/2,
the quantity (1 - w) in Equation 2 was mul-
tiplied by m/s. At the point of transition be-
tween the two corrections, each weights w by
a factor of 1/(2- w). As s approaches m beyond
the transition point, the latter correction ap-
proaches unity, and the probability of a cri-
terional response is once again as specified by w.

Experimental conditions. The experiment
proper began with the exposure of all subjects
to 20 sessions of a targeted percentile with a
maximal contingency (i.e., phi = 1, see top of
Figure 1) between response location and re-
inforcement. Target locations were always 900
from the mean location during the last 5 days
of the preceding condition except during phi
= 0 (nondifferential reinforcement), for which
targets are meaningless. Use of the mean lo-
cation ensured equal shifts between conditions,
independent of how effectively responding was
differentiated in the immediately preceding
condition. Target shifts between phases were
always in the same direction for any subject,
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counterclockwise for S01 and S02, clockwise
for S03 and S04.
The experimental manipulation involved

examining behavior under the 12 additional
conditions shown in the bottom three rows of
Figure 1. These conditions were obtained by
generating 2 x 2 frequency tables for three
values of phi (.33, .58, and .82, see different
rows), and then generating for each of these
the four possible permutations resulting from
diagonally interchanging pairs of cells within
the tables, as shown in the different columns.
The phi values were obtained by arbitrarily
setting the overall reinforcement probability to
.5 during the first permutation ("Original")
under each phi value. Under phi = .58, these
reinforcers were equally allocated to both cri-
terional and noncriterional responses (i.e., a =
c). Under phi = .82, 80% of the reinforcers
followed criterional responses, and under phi
= .33, 20% of the reinforced responses were
criterional responses. All unreinforced re-
sponses were noncriterional responses (i.e., b
= 0) in this permutation.

Figure 1 also presents for each condition the
probability of a criterional response (w) and
the conditional probabilities of reinforcement
for criterional and noncriterional responses (u
and v, respectively) used to generate the fre-
quencies of joint events dictated by the various
conditions. As a concrete demonstration of the
process used to generate the experimental pa-
rameters for the four permutations, consider
Conditions 5 through 8. Cell frequencies for
Condition 5 were, given the constraints above,
25, 0, 25, and 50 for Cells a, b, c, and d,
respectively. This yields, from the equations
presented at the top left of Figure 1, values of
w, u, and v equal to .25, 1.0, and .33, respec-
tively. Permutation 2 (Condition 6) always in-
volved interchanging Cells b and c, such that
w now equaled .50, u equaled .50, and v equaled
0. Permutation 3 (Condition 7) interchanged
Cells a and d of the original cells, generating
frequencies of 50, 0, 25, and 25 for Cells a
through d, respectively. Hence w again equaled
.50, but u increased to 1.0 and v to .50. Finally,
Permutation 4 (Condition 8) interchanged
Cells a and d and Cells b and c of the original
matrix simultaneously, generating cell fre-
quencies of 50, 25, 0, and 25. These frequen-
cies dictated programmed values of w equal to
.75, u equal to .67, and v equal to 0. Under

all of these permutations, w, u, and v varied
across rather wide ranges, but the obtained
value of phi was always .58. A similar process
was used to obtain w, u, and v values for the
other eight conditions of the experiment.

Figure 1 also lists the overall expected re-
inforcement frequency (z) for each condition.
Conditions were presented in the order indi-
cated for each subject in Table 1. Originally,
only Conditions 1 through 8 were planned,
and subjects were exposed to the eight con-
ditions in a random fashion with the constraint
that there be as many transitions between dif-
ferent conditions across as within phi values.
All subjects were subsequently exposed to phi
= 0 (see top of Figure 1). When aspects of the
data suggested it might be fruitful to examine
a value of phi lower than .58, Conditions 9
through 12 were generated and presented ac-
cording to a Latin square. Subsequent to these,
Condition 10 was replicated with new targets,
and subjects then were again exposed to a phi
= 0 condition. All conditions remained in effect
for 20 sessions of 100 trials each, except the
first two to which S01 and S04 were exposed.
These remained in effect for 35 sessions, but
responding showed little change after 15 ses-
sions. Hence, all data presented are from Ses-
sions 15 to 20 of a condition.

RESULTS
Figure 2 presents response distributions for

each subject during the final five sessions of
each experimental condition. First consider the
three distributions in the rightmost column for
each subject. These were obtained under phi
= 0 (both exposures) and phi = 1.0 conditions.
Phi = 0 distributions for S01, S02, and S04
were relatively flat, indicating little bias to-
wards any particular key in the absence of
differential reinforcement. Further, because
these data were obtained after differentiation
to a particular target (indicated by the dashed
arrow), these distributions provide little evi-
dence that previous differentiation was main-
tained in the absence of differential reinforce-
ment. The phi = 0 distributions for Subject
S03 showed some control by the previous target
but a much more striking key preference at
2000 under nondifferential reinforcement.

This location preference was effectively
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Table 1
Condition orders, targets, mean and modal angles, mean resultants and target components of
mean resultants for each subject by condition.

Condi- Or- Or-
tion pa der Target Mean Mode Result TCb der Target Mean Mode Result TC

Subject S01
1 345 347

1 2 75 76
2 5 355 358
3 6 90 97
4 9 25 28
1 3 165 176
2 4 265 268
3 7 185 184
4 8 275 303
4 10 120 127
1 12 250 282
2 13 290 299
2 16 340 343
3 14 30 53
4 15 200 249

11 120 123
- 17 340 322

Subject S03
1 125 125

1 9 160 166
2 5 110 117
3 4 235 202
4 2 35 41
1 7 300 322
1
2 6 25 33
3 3 310 323
4 8 230 253
4
1 13 65 186
2 14 95 101
2 15 10 11
3 11 85 170
4 12 80 173
- 10 160 176

16 10 230

345 .991
90 .906
360 .966
105 .981
30 .974
175 .662
270 .928
185 .687
200 .191
125 .856

25,265 .067
290 .949
345 .854
165 .147
200 .199
195 .156
345 .222

125 .919
200 .895
115 .902
165 .351
50 .957

320 .787

30 .959
295 .800
200 .552

200 .643
85 .814
5 .813

200 .819
200 .795
200 .854
200 .209

.990

.906

.965

.973

.973

.650

.926

.687

.168

.850

.057

.937

.853

.135

.131

.156

.211

.919

.890

.896

.293

.952

.729

.950

.779

.508

-.336
.810
.813
.067

-.048
.821

-.160

Subject S02
1 25 30 30 .936
3 205 235 200 .535
4 325 325 320,330 .933
7 225 225 220 .757
8 315 319 320 .967
2 120 114 125 .816
5 55 60 75 .832
6 150 133 115,135 .648
9 50 61 45 .790

12 190 225 265 .220
11 280 282 290 .812
15 80 90 70,105 .619
14 95 164 165 .311
13 125 193 165 .280
10 50 117 290 .006
16 80 148 235 .164

Subject S04
1 340 345 340 .863
9 25 28 30 .942
8 110 113 105 .893
5 5 17 5 .805
4 95 99 90 .887
10 295 311 295,305 .126
11 150 155 125 .585
7 200 199 205 .869
3 160 171 175 .654
2 250 254 230 .811
6 290 293 290 .762

16 235 200 220 .246
15 315 325 305 .459
17 115 123 150 .592
14 45 47 20, 45, 55 .453
13 110 133 175 .615
12 150 200 195 .297
18 115 141 150 .319

a P, permutation.

bTC, target component.
c Replication. Condition 8 was replicated because of bimodal performance in the case of S01, as was Condition 5 for

S04. Condition 8 was replicated due to technical problems in the case of S04.

abolished under phi = 1.0, and responding was for S01, S02, S03, and S04, respectively. Note
located around the area of the target. All sub- that transposing the circular location dimen-
jects demonstrated more location stereotypy sion to a linear distribution produces artificial
under phi = 1.0, with a modal response value bimodality when the target is near either ex-
within 100 of the target. It should be remem- treme (see S04 under phi = 1.0, for an ex-
bered that the apparatus allowed only 50 res- ample).
olution of response locations. Mean response Figure 2 also presents, for each subject, re-

locations over the last five sessions of this phase sponse distributions from Conditions 1 through
deviated from the target by 20, 50, 00, and 50 12 in the leftmost three columns of each matrix

Phi = 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8c
9
10
1Oc
11
12
Phi = 0
Phi = Oc

Phi = 1
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
8C
9

10
1Oc
11
12
Phi = 0
Phi = Oc

.932

.462

.933

.757

.964
812
.828
.621
.774

.180

.812

.609

.112

.104

.002

.062

.859

.941

.892

.787

.884

.121

.582

.869

.642

.809

.761

.201

.452

.587

.453

.566

.192

.287
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Fig. 2. Relative frequencies of pecks at each of the 72 response locations during the last five sessions of each
condition. Each subject's data are shown in a 4 x 4 matrix. The rightmost column shows data obtained under both
exposures to phi = 0 (top two) and phi = 1.0 (bottom right). The remaining three columns show distributions obtained
under phi = .33, .58, and .82 (left to right) under each permutation (different rows). The numbers in these distributions
refer to the condition and the permutation, respectively. The arrow shows the target. For phi = 0, the dashed arrow

shows the target from the previous condition. The distributions show cumulative responses at each location divided by
the total responses during the same period. Response location was determined from an arbitrary zero that was the
same for all subjects.

of distributions. Rows represent data from the
same procedural permutation, columns from
identical phi values. Under phi .82, respond-
ing tracked changes in the target location rather
well, with the mode of the distribution within
200 of the target in 14 of the 16 cases. One
exception involved a mode at 200° for S03 in
Condition 1; however, the secondary mode was
within 200 of the target. The other exception
was Condition 3 for the same subject, which
resulted in a highly bimodal distribution. This
bimodality was especially peculiar, given that
the target was 235°, near the 2000 preference
shown by this subject under phi = 0 as well
as under Conditions 1, 8, 9, 11, and 12. Con-
ditions showing pronounced preference for this
location occurred sequentially (see Table 1)
and after Condition 3. With phi = .82, there

appeared to be little systematic relation be-
tween permutations and the response-location
distributions.
Under phi = .58, responding again gener-

ally peaked within 200 of the target, with the
exception of the previously mentioned data
from Condition 8 for S03 showing the strong
position preference, and the data from Con-
dition 5 for S04. Distributions generally were

less dispersed under the second than under the
other permutations at this phi value, although
the effect was small for S02. They were gen-

erally more dispersed than under the same

permutation at phi = .82 (but compare Con-
ditions 6 and 2 for S03, for example).
When phi = .33, responding was even more

dispersed than when phi = .58 in the same

permutation with all subjects except S03. This
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Fig. 3. Summary measures for each subject (leftmost four columns) and for the group of 4 subjects (right column)

as a function of phi under the last five sessions of each condition. Different permutations are indicated by different
symbols and are connected by solid lines. Unconnected points are from first exposures to the conditions that were

replicated. Data from phi = 1.0 and, where appropriate, phi = 0, are shown by open symbols (square-first exposure,
circle-replication). The top row shows the deviation between the mean response angle and the target, irrespective of
sign. Note the break in the vertical axis for S03. The middle row shows the length of the resultant obtained through
vector addition, and the bottom row shows the target component of the resultant (see text for further details). Values
have been slightly displaced along the x axis where necessary to increase clarity.

subject showed increased pecking at 2000, with
over 40% of all pecks occurring on this key
during Conditions 9, 1 1, and 12. The remain-
ing permutation generated concentrated re-

sponding around the target. The second per-
mutation also produced slightly more

concentrated responding than the others at phi
.33 for S01 and S02.
Figure 3 presents three measures summa-

rizing aspects of the distributions shown in
Figure 2. Different symbols denote different
permutations. Lines connect the same per-
mutation under the various phi values. Each
column except the rightmost presents data from
an individual subject; the rightmost shows
group means. In cases in which a condition
was replicated, the value obtained during ini-

tial exposure is shown as an unconnected point.
Data from phi = 1.0 and, where appropriate,
phi = 0 are shown as unconnected unfilled
symbols. Group means include data from all
exposures to each condition. Values used in
constructing these figures are also presented
in Table 1.
The top row in Figure 3 shows that the

difference between the mean and target loca-
tions, irrespective of sign, generally decreased
as phi increased. This was true of all but the
second permutation, which more often was
characterized by small deviations at all phi
values. Subjects S02, S03, and S04 each showed
one instance (during the first, third, and third
permutations, respectively) under which de-
viations from target did not monotonically de-
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crease with increases in phi. In the first two
cases, the response distributions under the phi
= .82 condition were strongly bimodal (see
Figure 2). In the last, the mean deviation never
exceeded 120.
The mean deviation reflects the central ten-

dency of the response distribution. Unfortu-
nately, because the dimension of interest is a
circular and not a linear one, standard devia-
tion is invalidated as a measure of dispersion.
Instead, each response was treated as a unit
vector with a direction given by the response
location, and vector addition was used to obtain
mean, or resultant, vectors for each condition.
The length of such resultants ranges from 0
to 1.0. Highly concentrated responding gen-
erates resultants approaching 1.0, whereas the
resultant approaches 0 either as responding
becomes increasingly dispersed or if respond-
ing becomes multimodal with radially sym-
metric modes. Because determination of re-
sultant lengths involves trigonometric
transformations of response location, length is
a nonlinear function of response concentration.
Increasing response concentration is reflected
in rapidly increasing resultants that exponen-
tially approach a limit of 1.0.
The second row of Figure 3 shows resultants

for each subject under the various conditions.
For S01, S02, and S04, increasing phi gen-
erally increased resultant lengths, indicating
increasing concentration of responding. The
exceptional function for S02 had a resultant
length at phi = .82 almost equal that obtained
under phi = .33, well below the resultants at
phi = .82 for the other permutations. This
resulted from the previously noted bimodality
in this subject's response distribution under
Condition 1. Resultants for S03 were not
clearly related to phi. Only under the first
permutation was a monotonic function ob-
tained. Under all permutations, resultants un-
der phi = .33 were longer than any obtained
with the other subjects. The reason for the
concentration was, in the case of the first, third,
and fourth permutations, the location bias noted
previously. Responding during the second per-
mutation showed no sign of this bias; instead,
it was concentrated in the vicinity of the target.
At phi = 0, S03's responding was highly con-
centrated during initial exposure, but less so
when reexposed. In both cases, the mode was
2000, accounting for 45% and 25% of all re-
sponses, respectively. All other subjects showed

little concentrated responding under phi = 0.
Under phi = 1.0, resultants ranged from .86
to .99.

Permutation appeared to affect resultant
lengths only at the lowest phi value, if at all.
As was the case with deviations from target
location, the second permutation generated rel-
atively more concentrated responding (i.e.,
longer resultants) than did the other permu-
tations. This effect was particularly pro-
nounced with S01 and S02. Although S03 gen-
erated long resultants under all permutations
at phi = .33, only under the second permu-
tation was this not the result of this subject's
strong location bias. But even including these
data, the resultants for the group (rightmost
panel) showed a clear separation between the
second and the other permutations as phi de-
creased. The resultants obtained under the first,
third, and fourth permutations were tightly
clustered at phi = .33 and .58. The disparate
resultants at phi = .82 were due primarily to
the bimodal distributions obtained under Con-
ditions 1 and 3 for S02 and S03, respectively.
Without these values, the group resultants for
Permutations 1 through 4 were .914, .924,
.848, and .946, respectively. Excluding data
from conditions in which S03 demonstrated
substantial bias towards 2000 (Conditions 8,
9, 11, and 12) would further increase the dif-
ference between responding under Permuta-
tion 2 and the others. With these data ex-
cluded, resultants for the group under
Permutations 1 through 4 at phi = .33 were
.178, .739, .304, and .365, respectively, and
under Condition 8 the group mean increased
to .676.
Mean deviation and resultant vector length

each only partially characterize the differen-
tiation of response location. Responding must
simultaneously be concentrated and be in or
around the target area to show differentiation.
Vectors provide a simple means of determining
the concurrence between a response distribu-
tion and a target location. The resultants dis-
cussed above were determined relative to an
arbitrary zero. The correspondence between
each and its associated target may be scaled by
projecting the resultant onto a diameter con-
taining the target. That is, the resultant can
form the hypotenuse of a right triangle, the
other two sides of which are contained on a
diameter through the target angle and a per-
pendicular of this diameter. The side on the
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diameter is the target component of the resul-
tant vector. The length of the target component
relative to the resultant increases as the mean
deviation from the target reduces to zero, in
which case the two segments are equivalent
and the target component equals the resultant.
As responding deviates further from the target,
the length of the target component goes to zero
at a mean angle ± 900 from the target, then
becomes increasingly negative as the mean an-
gle approaches the antitarget. Because resul-
tant lengths range from 0 to 1.0, target com-
ponents range from -1 to +1. Only when
responding is highly concentrated and around
the target will target components approaching
+ 1 be obtained. Increasing dispersion de-
creases the resultant, and hence the associated
target component, even though the mean angle
might accurately track the target. Alterna-
tively, highly concentrated responding around
nontarget areas will project only partially onto
the target angle, thus also decreasing the target
component.
The bottom of Figure 3 shows target com-

ponents for the different subjects and for the
group. Increasing phi increased target com-
ponents in a monotonic manner in all but two
of the functions presented. The two discrep-
ancies involve the two bimodal distributions
previously noted. Bimodality decreases target
component by increasing the degree of disper-
sion, thus decreasing the length of the resul-
tant, and by shifting the mean deviation away
from the target, further decreasing the length
of the projection (see panels directly above for
S02 and S03). The only systematic effect of
permutation again involved Permutation 2.
Except for S04, the slope of these functions
was considerably shallower than slopes from
the other permutations. Subjects S01 and S03
showed practically identical differentiation at
phi = .33 under this permutation as under phi
- .82 in general.

In addition to examining individual re-
sponses with respect to location, both abso-
lutely and relative to a target location, con-
secutive responses on a circular dimension can
be analyzed with respect to the deviation be-
tween them, without any bias arising from the
preceding location. That is, the angular de-
viation between responses on consecutive trials
is not subject to artificial limitation arising
from the response location on any trial, because
subjects can always deviate ±1800 from any

location. One interesting comparison is be-
tween deviations obtained following reinforced
responses relative to those obtained following
nonreinforced responses. Figures 4 and 5 plot
the relative frequencies of these two measures.
In general, subjects returned to an area close
to that of the previously reinforced response;
that is, for any particular condition, deviations
after a reinforced response were smaller than
after a nonreinforced one. The degree of dis-
persion in the deviations following nonrein-
forced trials also tended to be smaller during
Permutations 2 and 4 relative to Permutations
1 and 3.

DISCUSSION
Response location on a circular dimension

was controlled in direct relation to location-
reinforcer contingency as measured by phi.
That is, deviations from target generally de-
creased as phi was increased, resultant vector
lengths (indicating concentration of respond-
ing) increased as phi was increased, and as a
result of these the target components also in-
creased. Thus, at least under the constraints
involved here (i.e., either b or c equal to zero),
no commonly used function of the cross-prod-
uct ratio adequately predicts the variation in
behavior obtained under different 2 x 2 tables.
The only exceptions to the above statements

occurred in conditions that generated bimodal
responding, or in those that for Subject S03
resulted in responding around the 2000 posi-
tion. Once this position preference developed
during Condition 8, the only conditions gen-
erating responding controlled by target loca-
tion were Condition 1 and Condition 10. Re-
sponding during Condition 10 demonstrates
that the position preference did not simply pre-
dominate during the latter half of the exper-
iment for this subject, because this was the
penultimate condition to which this subject was
exposed. Responding occurred predominantly
at 2000 during conditions preceding and fol-
lowing Condition 10, yet no responding was
observed at this location under the latter con-
dition. Rather, responding was concentrated
around the targets assigned with each exposure
to Condition 10, those being 950 and 100.

Responding during Condition 10 differed
from that obtained under the other permuta-
tions of phi = .33 for Subjects S01 and S02 as
well. For both birds, responding during each
exposure to the second permutation demon-
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DEVIATIONS FOLLOWING REINF.

Fig. 4. Relative frequencies of response deviations (the angular displacement between successive responses) following
reinforced responses for each subject under the 12 experimental conditions. Deviations following reinforcement were

segregated into 5° bins, summed across the last five sessions, and divided by the total number of reinforcers delivered
during this period to obtain the relative frequencies. Permutations are given by the numbers at the right of the figure.
Condition numbers can be obtained by adding the permutation to the number in parentheses under the phi value at
the top of each column.

strated much greater control by response lo-
cation than did the other permutations. This
was also generally true under phi = .58; how-
ever, the difference was smaller due to the
greater differentiation obtained with the other
permutations. Hence, although response con-

centration increased monotonically under all
permutations as a function of phi, the slope of
the function for the second permutation was

clearly lower than those from the other three.
The diagonal interchange thus produced only

partially interchangeable results. The first,
third, and fourth permutations produced
roughly comparable target components for the
group (see Figure 3, bottom left), particularly
after noting that the differences observed at
.82 were almost entirely due to the bimodal
performance obtained under Conditions 1 and
3 for S02 and S03, respectively. That the re-

maining permutation differs from the others,
however, is equally clear.
Do these data demonstrate sufficient invar-
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DEVIATIONS FOLLOWING NON-REINF.
Fig. 5. Relative frequencies of response deviations following nonreinforced responses for each subject under the

12 experimental conditions. Deviations following nonreinforced responses were segregated into 5° bins, summed across

the last five sessions of a condition, and divided by the total number of nonreinforced responses during this period. All
other plotting conventions are as in Figure 4.

iance to provide support for phi as a metric of
contingency in operant differentiation? Three
of the four permutations generated roughly
interchangeable target components. Previous
data on location differentiation from Scott and
Platt (1985) and on interresponse-time differ-
entiation from Galbicka and Platt (1986) add
weight to the conclusion that phi is a viable
contingency metric. Although all permutations
were not equally subsumed by phi in the pres-
ent study, other contingency metrics fare no
better, and usually less well than phi. The
difference in conditional probabilities (u - v

in the present nomenclature), extensively used
in respondent conditioning (e.g., Rescorla,
1968), generates values for Conditions 9
through 12 of .56, .20, .20, and .56. Thus it
actually predicts a decrease in response-rein-
forcer contingency under Condition 10 relative
to that in Conditions 9 and 12, and the same

contingency as Condition 11. Responding was
only substantially differentiated under the for-
mer. Another measure of contingency recently
offered would in the present nomenclature be
(u - v)/u (see Thomie & Khouri, 1984;
Thomie & Loukas, 1983). This measure spec-
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ifies that the contingency during the second
permutation would be perfect, but it also says
the same for the fourth permutation. Hence
its use solves one problem while creating
another.
We do not mean to argue that phi should

be adopted unconditionally on the basis that
it provides the least poor fit to the data. Rather,
we note that no measure of contingency, when
directly tested against phi, has provided as good
a fit. At the same time, the present data argue
strongly that the use of phi be tempered until
further experimentation can delineate the vari-
ables responsible for the difference in differ-
entiation obtained under the second versus the
other permutations.
The most striking difference seen when

comparing the permutations is the low overall
reinforcement probability under the second
permutation relative to the others. Perhaps the
relative scarcity of reinforcement leads to
greater effectiveness of that reinforcer when
delivered, generating greater response differ-
entiation as a result. This sort of interpretation
is consistent with marginal utility notions of
reinforcement, in which the context is critically
important in determining the effectiveness of
a single reinforcement at a very molar level
(e.g., Brandon, 1969). Such marginal utility
might interact with the processes normally in-
dexed by phi to generate the deviation ob-
served.

Absolute or relative reinforcement proba-
bility cannot by themselves easily account for
the present data. Increasing absolute reinforce-
ment rates has been suggested to increase dis-
criminability under signal-detection-like pro-
cedures (Nevin, Jenkins, Whittaker, &
Yarensky, 1982; but cf. McCarthy & Davison,
1982, for conflicting results). To the extent
that stimulus discrimination is an analogue of
response differentiation, similar effects might
be expected in the present situation. That
clearly was not true for overall reinforcement
probability, because the second permutation
had the lowest reinforcement frequency of all
permutations, not the highest. More to the
point, however, the same reinforcement fre-
quency was provided under all conditions com-
prising Permutations 1 and 4, yet differentia-
tion varied drastically. Conversely, although
relative reinforcement frequency for crite-
rional responses was maximal during Per-
mutations 2 and 4, only the former generated

consistent response differentiation. Condition
12 stands out, both for providing a relatively
high overall reinforcement probability and for
reinforcing only criterional responses. Yet, with
all subjects, this condition generated little dif-
ferentiation.
An alternative account of the present data

may lie in the deviations between consecutive
responses. The smaller deviations following
reinforced versus nonreinforced trials (com-
pare Figures 4 and 5) can be described as a
"win-stay, lose-shift" pattern. This phrase
merely describes the greater probability, after
reinforcement, of returning to the same general
area relative to moving off to a substantially
different location. This general pattern was
observed under all conditions, suggesting that
the effect did not depend on the location and/
or frequency of reinforcement. It should be
emphasized that both criterional and, in Per-
mutations 1 and 3, noncriterional responses
could be reinforced. Hence, these distributions
do not describe concentration around a par-
ticular location but rather a return to the lo-
cation reinforced on the last trial, whatever
that might have been.

Deviations following nonreinforced re-
sponses were smaller under Permutation 2 and,
to a lesser degree, Permutation 4, than under
Permutations 1 and 3. Again the location of
nonreinforced pecks was not correlated with
the size of this effect. For example, Conditions
9 and 11 programmed 50 and 10 nonreinforced
trials per day. Further, the noncriterional range
(1 - w) was substantially different in these
two conditions. Despite these two differences,
the deviation distributions following nonrein-
forced responses were not substantially differ-
ent.

Permutations 2 and 4 each provide no re-
inforcement for noncriterional responses (i.e.,
v = 0). It is not readily apparent why this
should generate smaller deviations following
nonreinforced responses. These occur when re-
sponses are either noncriterional or unrein-
forced criterional ones, hence the probability
of reinforcement for pecking the same location
(i.e., not deviating) would be 0 or u, respec-
tively. The reinforcement probability for de-
viating would be u or 0, depending on whether
deviating generates a criterional or noncriter-
ional response, respectively. Thus, there ap-
pears to be little differential consequence of
doing either.
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Permutations 1 and 3, however, always
reinforce criterional responses (i.e., u = 1). All
unreinforced responses are noncriterional.
Thus, pecking a location which was not rein-
forced on Trial n will be reinforced with prob-
ability v on Trial n + 1. Deviating from that
location will be reinforced with a probability
of v or 1, depending on whether the new lo-
cation is noncriterional or criterional, respec-
tively. Therefore, deviation following nonrein-
forcement is differentially reinforced under
these permutations. Reinforcement probabil-
ity can only increase, following a nonrein-
forced peck, if a different location is pecked.
Reinforcing deviation differentially relative to
Permutations 2 and 4 might be expected to
generate more dispersion in the distribution of
response locations pecked.

Permutation 4 generated much less concen-
trated responding than did Permutation 2, even
though, according to the above analysis, both
provide the same nondifferential reinforce-
ment for deviating. A possible explanation for
the difference between the two involves the
tendency under all conditions to return to a
location if pecking there was reinforced on the
preceding trial. Under the fourth permutation,
as under the second, only criterional responses
were reinforced. Under the former, however,
the range of responses considered criterional
(i.e., w) was greater, particularly as phi de-
creased. As a result, reinforcement would oc-
cur over a wider range of locations relative to
the other permutations, and hence pecking
would recur within that widened range.

Rather than attribute behavioral control to
the molar measure phi, the above suggests a
much simpler, and more local, analysis. Sub-
jects return to a previously reinforced location
until a response at that location is not rein-
forced, and then shift to a different location
depending on the degree of differential rein-
forcement correlated with shifting. Hiller
(1987) showed that response deviations, as op-
posed to locations, can themselves be differ-
entiated, such that the distribution of devia-
tions comes to correspond more closely to that
required for reinforcement. Subjects learn to
move between two locations with the deviation
specified for reinforcement. This leads to dis-
persed response-location distributions. That
such behavior can be differentiated should not
be surprising, in that it merely restates optimal
foraging theory. Subjects stay in a patch to the

extent that remaining is correlated with con-
tinued access to food. When moving to a new
patch (i.e., shifting to a new location in the
present apparatus) is differentially reinforced,
deviation increases in frequency.

Locational control then becomes a by-prod-
uct of the reinforcement for switching between
locations. That is, concentrated responding oc-
curs not because of the differential reinforce-
ment for pecking at particular locations, but
instead is due to the absence of differential
reinforcement for shifting to other locations.
As shifting is increasingly reinforced (either
by making more patches available or increas-
ing patch density), control by a particular re-
sponse location diminishes. This might occur
in the present experiments either because the
noncriterional range increased or because re-
inforcement probability for noncriterional re-
sponses increased. A perspective analogous to
the one above has been advanced with respect
to concurrent-schedule performance (cf. Sil-
berberg & Ziriax, 1982), wherein responding
is described not in terms of the reinforcers
obtained by pecking each of the two locations,
but rather in terms of the differential rein-
forcement of shifting between the two.

Whatever the relative merits of modifying
or abandoning phi, we should reiterate that it
is not offered as a model of behavior, but only
as a means of characterizing the long-term
effects of reinforcement on separate, mutually
exclusive operants. The interaction between
these operants may most easily be character-
ized by a molar value such as the phi coeffi-
cient, but that coefficient merely scales the rel-
ative contiguity between reinforcement and the
two response classes. Its value is one of sim-
plifying the description of the interaction, not
one of simplifying the interaction itself. The
deviation from invariance observed in the pres-
ent study suggests a need for more data on the
boundary conditions within which phi is an
appropriate descriptor of a behavioral proce-
dure. Such data may shed new light on the
local mechanisms or processes responsible for
the shaping of responding through differential
reinforcement.
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